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Abstract: This paper presents a readily implementable algorithm for minimizing a locally Lipschitz continuous 
function that is not necessarily convex or differentiable. This extension of the aggregate subgradient method differs 
from one developed by the author in the treatment of nonconvexity. Subgradient aggregation allows the user to control 
the number of constraints in search direction finding subproblems and, thus, trade-off subproblem solution effort for 
rate of convergence. All accumulation points of the algorithm are stationary. Moreover, the algorithm converges when 
the objective function happens to be convex. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper presents a readily implementable algorithm for minimizing a locally Lipschitz 
continuous function f: R h + R that is not necessarily convex or differentiable. We suppose that 
at each x E R “ we can compute f(x) and a certain subgradient g,(x) E af( x), i.e. an arbitrary 
element of the subdifferential af( x) of f at x. The method is an extension of one for the convex 
case given in [3]. To deal with nondifferentiability of f the method accumulates subgradient 
information collected at many trial points in the form of an aggregate subgradient. At each 
iteration a search direction is found by solving a quadratic programming problem with linear 
constraints generated by the aggregate subgradient and several past subgradients. Then a line 
search procedure finds the next approximation to a solution and the next trial point. The 
two-point line search is employed to detect discontinuities in the gradient of f. Subgradient 
aggregation allows the user to control the number of subproblem constraints and, thus, trade-off 
subproblem solution effort and storage for speed of convergence. 
The method requires uniformly bounded storage, and hence may be regarded as an implemen- 
table version of the algorithms in [5,8]. It differs significantly from the previous extension [43 of 
the aggregate subgradient method [3] in the treatment of nonconvexity. More specifically, here we 
use subgradient locality measures of [8] to ensure that the local past subgradient information 
dominates the nonlocal one at search direction finding, while in [4] a resetting strategy is used for 
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dropping nonlocal past subgradients. We also note that our treatment of nonconvexity and 
subgradient aggregation rules are similar to those in [6]. although the method of [6] uses entirely 
different search direction finding subproblems and line search rules. 
We may add that one drawback of algorithms based on resetting strategies [3,6,7,10] is that 
they may require the solution of several subproblems at each iteration with a reset. On the other 
hand, efficient rules for selecting parameters of subgradient locality measures are still unknown 
(see [6]). Thus, much more theoretical and experimental work remains to be done before we fully 
recognize the relative merits of algorithms with subgradient locality measures and those based on 
resetting techniques. 
The algorithm presented has stationary accumulation points, if any. Its line search procedure is 
implementable if f satisfies an additional mild semismoothness hypothesis (see Section 2). 
Slightly stronger hypotheses were used in [6,7,8,10]. Moreover, the algorithm converges if f is 
convex and attains its minimum. These convergence properties are the same as those in [4]. No 
such convergence results are known for other comparable algorithms. In effect. we give the first 
implementable and globally convergent method with subgradient locality measures. 
The method is described in detail in Section 2. Its global convergence is established in Section 
3. Finally, we have a conclusion section. 
We shall use the following notation and terminology. II%! N denotes the N-dimensional Euclidean 
space with the usual scalar product ( . , . ) and the associated norm 1. (. All vectors are row 
vectors. 
We say that a function f: RN -+ lR is locally Lipschitzian if for any bounded set B c R jv there 
exists a Lipschitz constant Lf= Lf( B) < tro such that 
If(x) -f(v)] G L,lx -yl for all x,_v E B. 
The subdifferential (called generalized gradient in [l]) af( x) of f at x is the convex hull (conv) of 
all limits of sequences of the form { ~f( A-‘)* .x’ + x and f is differentiable at each x’}. where 
vf(x’) denotes the gradient of f at x’. We say that a point X E R”’ is stationary for f if 
0 E af(X). Note that 0 E iIf is a necessary condition for f E R” to minimize f [I]. If f is 
convex, then for any x E [w n; and E 2 0 
t&f(x)= {gER’Y: f(y)>f(x)+(g, y-x) --E forall ~~EllCv} 
is the e-subdifferential of f at X. 
2. The method 
In this section we give motivation for the method and comment on its relations with other 
algorithms. 
The algorithm to be described will generate a sequence of points x1, x’, . . . of R”, search 
directions d’, d*, . . . in R” and nonnegative stepsizes t:, t:, . . . , related by x’+’ = xh + t:d’ for 
k = 1,2,..., where x1 is a given starting point. The sequence {x’ } is intended to converge to the 
required solution, and the algorithm is a descent method in the sense that f( xk+‘) < f( xl‘) if 
X ‘+’ # xk. The algorithm will also calculate trial points y”+’ = x’ + rid k for k = 1, 2, _ . . , and 
subgradients gk = g,( yk) for all k >, 1, where y’ = x1 and the trial stepsizes ti > 0 satisfy ti = t: 
if r: > 0. 
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At the k th iteration, we associate with each past subgradient g-’ E a{( 4”) the linearization of f 
f,(x) =f(_r’) + (g’, x -_V’> for all x 
and the following upper estimate of 1~’ - xx 1 
X-l 
s; = Iy’ - XJI + c lx’+’ - X’I. 
,=J 
Since 
f,(x) =fJ’! + (g’, x -x”) for all x (2.1) 
with S,” =6(xX), we can compute f,( . ) and s,! recursively without storing the point J’. Define 
the subgradient locality measure 
a) = max(]f(x”) -&“I, y[.s;)‘j (2.2) 
where y is a positive distance measure parameter that may be set equal to zero when f is convex. 
The value of CX/” > 0 indicates how much the subgradient gJ E af(y’) differs from being an 
element of df(xk). In particular, CX: = 0 implies g.’ E af( xk), while in the convex case g’ E 
a,f(x”) for E=C$ [8]. Thus the triple (g’, r;“, SF) represents the subgradient information 
collected at the jth iteration. At the k th iteration we shall have a small subset Jk of { 1,. . . , k} 
and the corresponding ‘augmented’ subgradients (g’, f/“, st), j E j”. The rest of the past 
subgradient information will have been accumulated in the (k - 1)st aggregate subgradient 
(pl‘? fp”, s;) satisfying 
c P k-‘, fpk, sii E conv((g’. f,“, sJk): j = 1,. .., k - l}. 
Similarly to (2.1) and (2.2) let us define the (k - 1)st aggregate linearization 
Sk-‘(x)=f,“+(p”-‘, x-x”) forallx 
and the corresponding measure 
C$ = maxj]f(.yY) -r,“i, ~~~~~~~ (2.3) 
which indicates how far pk-’ deviates from being a member of iFif( For instance, in the 
convex case pk- ’ E d,f( xk) for E = CX: [2]. The available subgradients define the following 
piecewise linear polyhedral approximation to f 
~“(x)=f(x”)+max(-at+(g’. x-x”): jEJ”;-ai+(pk’-‘, x-x”)), 
To justify the above construction, we note that in the convex case A( *) and f”-‘( a) approximate 
f ( .) from below, so that for y = 0 we have 
a,k=f(xk)-f/50, a:,=f(x”)-f,“aO, 
f”(x)=max(f,(x): jEJA; [“-‘(x)) <f(x) forallx, 
f”(y’)=f(y’) forall jEJk, 
see [3,4]. Since we want fo find a descent direction for f at xk, we shall compute dk to 
minimizejk(xk+d)++]d]2 overall dEIRNN, 
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where the regularizing term ijd12 will tend to keep xx + dX in the region where f’(. ) is a close 
approximation to f(e). 
For convenience, we shall now state the method in detail, and then comment on its rules in 
what follows. 
2.1. Algorithm 
Step 0: Initialization. Select the starting point x1 E RN and a final accuracy tolerance E, 2 0. 
Choose fixed positive line search parameters m L, mR, m, and I satisfying m L + m, < mR < 1 
and i G 1, a distance measure parameter y > 0 (y = 0 if f is convex), and a distance reset 
parameter 5 > 0. Set J’ = {l}, y’ = x’, g’ =p” = gf(y’), 
locality radius a’ = 0 and the reset indicator rj = 
f: = fi = f( _y’) and s: = si = 0. Set the 
1. Set the counters k = 1, I = 0 and k(0) = 1. 
Step I: Direction finding. Find the solution ( dk, 6”) to the following k th quadratic programming 
problem 
minimize :ldl’+ b over all (d, 6) E RN+’ 
satisfying -$ + (g’, d) < 6, Jo Jk, 
-a,k+(pk-‘, d) ~6 if r,“=O, 
(2.4) 
where $ and ai are given by (2.2) and (2.3). Find Lagrange multipliers A”J, j E Jl‘, and At of 
(2.4), setting A$ = 0 if ri = 1. Set 
(p”,jp”, s;)= c x’;(g’ f” $)+Xkp(pk-’ fk Sk) 
’ J’ ’ P’ P 3 
jEf" 
5; = max{lf(x”) -f,“l, yj.?ij21, 
uk= -(Ipk12+$)* 
Wk = +jpI‘12 + &;. 
Step 2: Stopping criterion. If Wk G E,, terminate; otherwise. continue. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Step 3: Line search. By a line search procedure as given below, find two stepsizes tr and tk such 
that 0 f tt < tk < 1 and such that the two corresponding points xx+’ = x’ + ttd’ and J~‘~’ = xk 
+ tkdk satisfy 
,(,,+I )<f(x”)+m,t[cl‘, (2.9a) 
and either a serious step is taken: t[ = tk > 0 and either 
t[ai or (u(x’, xk+‘) > rn,jdl, (2.9b) 
or a null step occurs: t: = 0 and 
k - 
1, =G 1, (2.9~) 
-(y(Xk+‘, yk+l ) + (g,( yk+‘), dk) >, mRuk, (2.9d) 
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where 
4~ Y) = max{ If(x) -f‘(x; y)l, -,$}. 
Jk v> =fW -f(v) - (Q(Y)* x 39. 
If t[ > 0, set k( I + 1) = k + 1 and increase the counter of serious steps I by 1. 
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(2.10) 
Step 4: Augmented subgradient updating. Select a set Jk+’ satisfying 
{k+l, k(l)}cJ”+‘cJ”U{k+l}, 
set g ‘+’ = q.( yk+‘) and 
fx"++l"f(yX+')+(gk+', xk+' -_yk+'), 
f:+'= fJk+(gJ,xk+'-xk), j~J’+‘\{k+l}, 
f,"'Ljy+ (P", Xk+'-Xk), 
S;;;+,,k+'_Xk+'j, 
s'k+' = s,'+Jx"+'-~'1, j~J~+‘\{k+l}, 
k+l _ -k 
sP - 
sp + IXk+’ - xkI. 
a k+l = max{ ak + Jxk+’ - xkl, sfz:}. 
Step 5: Distance resetting. If tt = 0 or ak+’ < ii, set rUkk+’ = 0 and go to Step 6. Otherwise, set 
Y’+’ = 1 and delete from J’+’ (1 
value a k + ’ satisfies 
some indices j with the largest values of x:+’ > 0 so that the reset 
ak+l = max( SJ’+‘: j E Jk+’ 1 d a. 
Step 6. Increase k by 1 and go to Step 1. 
A few remarks on the algorithm are in order. 
Our rules for aggregating and reducing the past subgradient information stem from the 
observation that we always have (see [3,4,8]). 
A:>O, jEJl‘. h:>O, c x;+x/;,=1, At=0 if r,“=l. (2.11) 
IEI” 
For any k >, 1, let 
k,(k)=max{j:j$/randr,‘=l}. 
J~=JA,l”“U{j:k.(k)<j~:}. 
An inductive argument based on (2.5) (2.11) and the algorithm’s rules yields (see [3,4]) that we 
always have 
(pk, fPk, 5;) E conv([g’, A”, ~“1: Jo JUk), (2.12) 
ak=max s/‘- ( .I . j E J,,” ) , (2.13) 
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and hence, since s/” > Ix’ - ~‘1, 
max{ 1~” - xX]: j EJ;} < Uk. (2.14) 
The above relations say that ( p’, z,“, Si) aggregates the past subgradient information collected 
from the ball around x’ of radius a’. We use distance resets only to ensure that the locality 
radius a’ stays locally uniformly bounded, since otherwise the convergence analysis of Section 3 
would require, as in [8], and additional assumption on the boundedness of the entire sequence 
0”). 
The stopping criterion admits of the following interpretation. A small value of M’~ indicates 
both that Jpkl is small and that pk is close to i3_f(x”), because the value of the subgradient 
locality measure (Ye -k is small. Thus the null vector is close to af( xk), i.e. xk is approximately 
stationary. Also if f is convex then (see [4]) 
pk E a,f(x”) for E = hi. (2.15) 
Our line search requirements (2.9) are modifications of those in [4,8]. They ensure that each 
serious step decreases significantly the objective value, while each null step results in a significant 
modification of the next search direction finding subproblem. The following procedure (taken 
from [4]) may be used for implementing Step 3. 
2.2. Line Search Procedure 
(a) Set t, = 0, t = r,, = 1 and m = (mR - m, + m,)/2. 
(b) If f(xk + tdk) <f(xk) + mrvk set t, = t; otherwise set t, = r. 
(c) If f(x” + td”) <f(x”) + m,tuk and either t 2 i or cy(xk, xk + td”) > m,luk\ set 1: = ii = t 
and return. 
(d) If t < i and - cx(xk, xk + tdl’) + (gr(xk + rd), dk) 2 mRuk set ti = t, t: = 0 and return. 
(e) Choose t E [t,_ + O.l( C, - fL), f,, - O.l( t, - f,J] by some interpolation procedure and go 
to (b). 
Step (e) of the above procedure may use various interpolation formulae; see, for instance, [9]. 
Suppose that f satisfies the following ‘semismoothes’ hypothesis: 
for any x, dE[WN and sequences { gi } c R N and { t’ } c LR + satisfying t’ JO 
and $E i3f(x + t’d) one has lim sup(g’, d) 2 lim inf[f(x + t’d)-f(x)]/t’. 
(2.16) 
(‘5 I-+Tr 
Then convergence of our line search procedure can be established as in [7] and [8] since 
examination of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [7] reveals that it remains valid if one uses (2.16) 
instead of the definition of weak upper semismoothness in [7] (which is obtained by interchang- 
ing limsup and liminf in (2.16)). 
The user can control storage and work per iteration by choosing the number of elements of Jk. 
The algorithm converges even if Jx = { k, k(l)} for all k. Of course, one may expect faster 
convergence if more subgradients are used for search direction finding. 
Suitable values for the line search parameters are m ,_ = 0.1, mR = 0.3 and m, = 0.1. The role 
of 5 is secondary, hence any large value, say Z = 105, should suffice. The choice of the distance 
measure parameter y is more delicate in the nonconvex case (see [6]), and should be based on an 
experiment. 
We may add that for y = 0 subproblem (2.4) reduces to the one used in [4]. On the other hand. 
subproblem (2.4) is used in [8] with J“ = {I,. . . A-}. I;’ = 1 and C$ = (Y$,( .Y’. J”). where 
(Y~(x, ~.)=max{f(s)-f(s: J.). y/s--?.I’}. 
Our definition of a(. , *) (see (2.10)) will allow for choosing a small value of y in the nonconvex 
case. As far as the theory is concerned. one may use (Y%,(. . . ) instead of a(. . - ) in Algorithm 2.1. 
deleting the absolute value sign in (2.2). (2.3) and (2.6). 
3. Convergence 
In this section we shall establish global convergence of the method. In the absence of 
convexity, we will content ourselves with finding stationary points for f. We suppose that each 
execution of Line Search Procedure (section 2.2) is finite, e.g. that f has the additional 
semismoothness property (2.16). and that the final accuracy tolerance E, is set to zero. 
First, we consider the case of finite termination. 
Lemma 3.1. If Algorithm 2.1 terminates at the kth iteration, then xyx is stationar:r ,for f. 
Proof. If u” = iIpkl’ + &i < F, = 0. then pl‘ = 0. &!:, = 0 and ySj = 0. Thus if f is convex then 
0 E df( x’ ) from (2.15), while in the nonconvex case (y > 0) we have ( pk. .?i!= (0. 0) in (2.12). so 
0 = ph can be expressed as a convex combination of R.’ with IJ,-’ - .\./‘I B s, - 0. i.e. R’ E al( .Y’ ). 
and hence 0 E af(x’) from the convexity of af( xx). q 
From now on we suppose that the method computes an infinite sequence { .Y./‘ }. Note that. bq 
construction, 
X h = xx(/) if k(l) d k < k(/+ 1). (3.1) 
where we set k( I + 1) = + x if the algorithm generates only a finite number 1 of serious steps. 
We shall need the following result. which follows directly from the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [4] and 
the algorithm’s rules. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X- E R’. E > 0 rmi B = ( .Y E R ‘: /.Y - .?I d E}. TI ien there esists a constunt C c x 
such that if xhct’ EBandk(l)dX<k(l+l) then r’+’ 
Ct[. Moreover, if xA E B and t: = 0 then 
.k , GC. cc’Gmax{s, C}. rrrzd I.Y’~‘-.Y’[< 
O<wl‘+‘,<MJ - (1 - nl,J3( \,~‘)‘/8C’. (3.2) 
We conclude from the above lemma that the stationarity measure M,/‘ of the current point s’ 
decreases significantly after each null step ( rnR -c 1). A crucial asymptotic property of { tt.h } is 
given in 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that there exist S E R h’ und an infinite set K c { 1. 2,. . . } such thut .Y/‘ ’ - - .\- 
and wh : 0. Then 0 E af( X). 
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Proof. ph 1 0 and &t 2 0. If f is 
convex then let k E K tend to infinity in (2.15) and use the definition of E-subdifferential to 
deduce that 0 E al(F). Next, suppose that y > 0, so that Zi 5 0. because &i 5 0. Since x’ 3 
X, we deduce from (3.1) and Lemma 3.2 the boundeness of { ah } I, E K. Thus we have ( pA, 
S’) 5 (0,O) and bounded { ak}kGK in (2.12)-(2.14), so we may use the proof of Lemma 6 in [8] 
to obtain 0 E af( Z). 
We may now consider the case of a finite number of serious steps. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that x’ = x ‘(‘) = X for some fixed 1 and all k > k(I). Then 0 E af( X). 
Proof. If t; = 0 for all large k, then Lemma 3.2 yields, by (3.2), that \i” JO. so the desired 
conclusion follows from Lemma 3.3. 
Let us now consider the remaining case of infinitely many serious steps. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that there exist X E RN and an infinite set L C { 1, 2,. . . } such that 
XC/) 
Ix I&f. + X. Then 0 E af(F). 
Proof. Let K= { k(l+ 1) - 1: 1~ L}. In view of (3.1) and Lemma 3.3, we need only show that 
Wk 5 0. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that wk >, iG > 0 for some i? and all large k E K. 
Since x/‘ 5 X and { j( x”)} is nonincreasing, we have f( xk) J f(X) by the continuity of f, so 
(2.9a) yields tkuh -+ 0. But 1~1~1 > wh 2 iG for all large k E K from (2.7)-(2.8). so tt 2 0, and we 
obtain Ixh+’ - xhI 5 0 from Lemma 3.2. Thus both { x”}~ E K and ( x’+‘)~ E K converge to X, 
and the properties of CX(. , .) (see [9]) imply that (.u(xk, xk+‘) 1 0. Hence we have t: < i and 
a(x”, Xki’ ) < n7al~~hj for all large k E K, since tf -+0<1 and lu”l>,i’G>O for large kE K, and 
we obtain a contradiction with (2.9b) and the definition of K. Therefore, we must have )tll’ 2 0, 
as desired. q 
Combining (3.1) with Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we deduce our main result. 
Theorem 3.6. Ervty. uccumulution point of UR infinite sequence (x” ) generated by Algorithm 2. I is 
stationury for f. 
As in [4], the above result may be strengthened in the convex case as follows. 
Theorem 3.7. If f ‘. IT cw7c~e.x. then the sequence (x^ } cuiculuted by Algorithm 2. I is minimizing, i.e. 
f( xh ) 4 inf{ f(x): s E IF4 .’ }. If udditionul!r’ f attains its minimum uulue, then {x” ) convergers to u 
minimum point off. 
Proof. As in [4], one can easily extend the analysis of [3] to Algorithm 2.1. 
We may add that the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 imply the following result. If the level set 
{xER”: f(x)<f(x’)} is b ounded and the final accuracy tolerance E, is positive, then the 
algorithm will terminate in a finite number of iterations with wl‘ < Ed, i.e. with an approximately 
stationary point xx. 
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4. Conclusions 
We have given a readily implementable algorithm for minimizing nonsmooth functions. It uses 
subgradient locality measures of [8] to deal with nonconvexity. This makes it different from 
another extension [4] of [3]. which employs resets for dropping obsolete subgradients. The 
algorithm presented and the one in [4] have stationary accumulation points. if any. and converge 
whenever the objective function happens to be convex. No such results are known for other 
comparable methods [6.7.8.10]. 
Our computational experience [2] indicates that the method presented and the one in [4] may 
perform differently on certain classes of optimization problems. This experience will be reported 
elsewhere. 
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Appendix 
A preliminary version of the algorithm has been implemented in standard FORTRAN on an 
ODRA 1325 computer (single precision of eleven digits). The performance of the method is 
illustrated by the following two highly nonconvex examples. We used the parameters IPI, = 0.1. 
mR = 0.3. m, = 0.1, ?= 0.01, a = 10’ and y = 1. 
The first example is given by 
f(x) = max{ ]lOxf - lOs,l, Ix, - l]}. x E [w’. 
which has a unique minimizer .? = (1. 1) with f(Z) = 0. For X’ = (- 1.2, 1) and t‘, = lo-‘. the 
method stopped with x” = (1. 1 - lo-“) and f(s”) = lo-” after 20 iterations and 4X function 
and subgradient evaluations. 
The objective of the second problem 
f(x)=max(xf+(sl- 1)2+.Y,-l.-_\-~-(.~~-1)~+s~+1) 
has a unique minimizer _? = (0. 0) with f( .?) = 0. This function has narrow crescent-shaped level 
sets which force the algorithm to make very short steps. Accordingly, we demanded low accuracy 
by using E, = 10P5. Starting from X’ = ( - 1.5. 2). the algorithm terminated with _~f” = - 5.10e4, 
x2 24 = -8.10-’ and f(~‘“) = 3.10-’ after 33 function and subgradient evaluations. 
For both problems the sets J': were chosen as in [3] so that they had at most three elements. 
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